S-Tynes or Sweeps. Use Either or
Both on These Versatile,
Quality-built Cultivators!
AVAILABLE WITH 5 SHANK OPTIONS: Basic models can
be ordered with S-tynes or sweeps (KMC compression spring
shank standard on sweep models) to meet individual needs
and requirements (other shank options pictured below). Shank
mounting arms (2" x 2" x 1/8") slide in or out for row spacing adjustment or spacing can be set by moving shank mounting clamps on the arms. Can be converted from S-tyne to
sweeps fast and easy!
STRONG BOX-TYPE PARALLEL LINKAGE: Heavy-duty, welldesigned linkage allows plow gangs to float individually and is
plenty strong to resist twisting and bending, assuring
precision cultivation. Linkage members are made of
1/2" x 2" flat bar and are interconnected with round
tubing fitted with hardened oil-impregnated bushings
at pivot points. Linkage mounting bracket 3/8" highgrade steel plate. Vertical and horizontal plow gang
support members 2-1/2" x 2-1/2" x 3/16" with vertical member welded to linkage mount for strength.
CONVENIENT ADJUSTMENT FOR PRECISION PLOW
DEPTHS: Hole-to-hole pin adjustment permits individual
plow gangs to be set at same depth for more accuracy
than screw-type adjustments. Adjusts full 9 inches in 1-inc0
increments. Tail plow adjusts 3 inches in 1-inch increments. Gauge wheel fork is 3/8" x 2" flat steel with
4 x 12 semi-pneumatic wheel equipped with sealed ball
bearings.
OTHER FEATURES: 4" x 7" x 1/4" and 7" x 7" x 5/16" toolbars with
bolted on lower and top hitches Cat. II and III plus Quick Hitch.
Available in 4, 6, 8 and 12 row sizes. ACCESSORIES: Rolling shields,
coulters and jackstands available as options.

Choose From These Shank Options:
Compression Spring (Shown on Front) Standard on Sweep-type Models
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